TERRORIST USE OF
RADIOLOGICAL DISPERSION DEVICES
Radioactive materials may be used in power generation, industry,
medicine and research. These same materials are sought out by
terrorists to use in acts of terror and cause harm.
Although introducing radioactive material into food or water supplies
might produce fear and panic, the extent of contamination and danger
would likely be relatively limited. A more probable method is a radiological
dispersion device (RDD), or “dirty bomb,” using conventional explosives
to spread radioactive material into the surrounding area.
An RDD could cause serious injuries and damage, but the radioactive materials would
probably harm only those very close (typically, within a few city blocks). The extent of the
danger would depend on the size and design of the bomb, the amount and type of radioactive
material and weather conditions. The dust spread from the explosion could be dangerous to
inhale or eat—a large enough dose would increase the risk of developing cancer later in life.

How to Prepare





Vigilance against terrorism is important.
The fundamental preparatory steps are to get an emergency supply kit, including food,
water and other supplies for at least three days, and make a family emergency plan.
There is unlikely to be advance warning of the terrorist use of an RDD, but if you do
become aware of heightened threat, increase your supplies to last for up to two weeks.
Find out whether buildings in your area have been designated as fallout shelters. If not,
make your own list of potential shelters near work and home, including interior areas of
large buildings and basements, subways and tunnels. If you live or work in a large
building, talk to management about the safest place in the building for sheltering and about
stocking emergency supplies.

What to Do




If outside when there is an explosion or authorities warn of a radiation release nearby—
o Immediately cover your nose and mouth with some fabric that will filter the air.
o Don’t touch material thrown by the explosion.
o Quickly find shelter in an undamaged building.
o If you can’t find appropriate shelter right away, move away from and upwind of the
explosion as you continue to search.
o Listen for and follow official instructions.
If in a car when there is an explosion or authorities warn of a radiation release nearby—
o Cover your nose and mouth with some fabric that will filter the air.
o Close the windows and vents; turn off the heater and air conditioner.
o If you are close to an undamaged building, go there immediately and take shelter.
o If no appropriate shelter is nearby, find a safe place to park, and turn off the engine.
o Listen to the radio for instructions; stay put until told it is safe to get back on the road.

What to Do (Continued)




If there is an explosion or warning of a radiation release in a building where you are—
o Cover your nose and mouth.
o Don’t touch material that may be contaminated.
o Leave immediately and seek shelter in an undamaged building.
If you are in, or take shelter in, an undamaged building when there is an explosion or
authorities warn of a radiation release nearby—
o Take an emergency supply kit, if available, and go to an underground or interior room.
o To keep out radioactive dust, close doors, windows and vents and turn off ventilation
systems.
o Stay put and use radio, TV or the Internet to get official information and instructions.

After an explosion, only trained people with special equipment will be able to detect the
presence of radiation or assure of its absence. No matter where you are, but particularly in a
city or near a likely terrorist target, try to avoid or limit exposure to the dust from an
explosion—especially inhaling it.
 If you may have been contaminated by radioactive dust—
o As soon as it is practical, remove and bag your outer clothing, being careful not to
breathe the dust. Keep the bag away from people until you get official instructions for
disposition.
o Wash your hair and skin with soap and water to remove any remaining dust.
o Seek medical attention.
 If pets may have been contaminated by radioactive dust, wash them with soap and water
before letting them inside. Seek veterinary attention.
 Don’t drink water or eat unpackaged food that may have been contaminated by
radioactive dust. Packaged food will be safe to eat, but wash the outside of containers
before opening. Authorities will monitor food and water quality for safety and keep the
public informed.

Where to Find Additional Information





Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)— https://www.ready.gov/radiologicaldispersion-device-rdd
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)—
http://emergency.cdc.gov/radiation/nuclearfaq.asp
American Red Cross—http://www.redcross.org/prepare/disaster/terrorism
Ready Army—www.ready.army.mil

It’s up to you. Prepare strong. Get an emergency supply kit with enough supplies for at
least three days, make an emergency plan with your family and be informed about what
might happen.

